Molecular vibrational transitions are prime candidates for model-independent searches for variation of the proton-to-electron mass ratio. Searches for present-day variation achieve the highest sensitivity with deep molecular potentials. We identify several high-sensitivity transitions in the deeply bound O 2 + molecular ion. These transitions are electric-dipole forbidden and have narrow linewidths. The most sensitive transitions take advantage of an accidental degeneracy between vibrational states in different electronic potentials. We suggest experimentally feasible routes to a measurement with uncertainty below current limits on present-day variation in m p /m e . DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.94.050101
The dimensionless fundamental constants are the input parameters to our physical theories. Apparent variations of these constants arise naturally in many extensions to the standard model, including the spacetime evolution of additional dimensions or new scalar fields [1] . Recent work suggests that certain dark matter fields could induce oscillations in the values of fundamental constants [2] .
The proton-to-electron mass ratio μ = m p /m e is particularly interesting because the two masses arise from different mechanisms. Variation would imply a change in the relative strengths of the strong and electroweak interactions. Models typically predict the relative change of μ should be of order 40 times larger than that of the fine-structure constant α [1] .
Searches for variation of μ have been approached over both cosmological and laboratory time scales. The current precision of cosmological searches are at the level of 10 −6 − 10 −7 over ∼10 10 yr [3] [4] [5] . The tightest bounds on present-day variation of μ come from atomic clock experiments, which set the limiṫ μ/μ 10 −16 yr −1 [6, 7] . In these experiments, nearly all the sensitivity to μ variation comes from the hyperfine structure of cesium, and extracting the precise μ dependence requires a model of the cesium nuclear magnetic moment [8] .
The vibration and rotation of molecules provide a modelindependent means to search for variation in μ [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The most stringent constraint from a molecular measurement iṡ μ/μ = (−3.8 ± 5.6) × 10 −14 yr −1 in SF 6 [15]. We propose O 2 + as a molecule possessing a high sensitivity to present-day variation in μ as well as experimentally feasible means for measuring it. We describe two possible measurements, each of which is capable of resolving fractional changes in μ to better than 10 −16 in 1 day with a single molecule. As discussed below, the high sensitivity arises from the molecule's deep electronic ground-state potential (54 600 cm −1 ). Other molecules with deep potentials may also have suitable transitions.
Features of the relatively simple molecular structure of O 2 + make it amenable for experiments. It is homonuclear, so nuclear symmetry eliminates half the rotational states and forbids electric dipole (E1) transitions within an electronic state. A homonuclear molecule's nonpolarity also suppresses many systematic effects [16] [17] [18] [19] u potential. This degeneracy should allow searches for variation in μ with high sensitivity in both the absolute and relative senses [35] .
Searches for fractional changes in μ usually involve monitoring the energy difference ω between two energies with different μ dependence, ω = E (μ) − E (μ). The change in μ is then given by
The absolute sensitivity of the transition is given by ∂ω/∂(ln μ), which is sometimes called the absolute enhancement factor. In an experiment, the statistical precision with which ω can be measured is given by
where is the transition linewidth, S/δS is the signal-tonoise ratio, and M the number of independent measurements (assuming white noise). Here, δω represents the uncertainty in determining the change ω. The figure of merit is thus ∂ω ∂(ln μ)
In some cases, such as the Doppler-broadened lines encountered in astrophysical measurements, the linewidth is proportional to the transition frequency and the figure of merit is proportional to the relative enhancement factor [∂ω/∂(ln μ)]/ω. In other cases, such as O 2 + , such relative enhancement can be experimentally convenient.
Because of its importance in isotope shifts, the scaling of molecular parameters with μ has been known for some time [26] [27] [28] . The inset shows the doublet-X and quartet-a levels discussed in the text, including spin-orbit splittings. The labels on each fine-structure level indicate in the case (a) (low-J ) limit.
should allow the driving of these nominally spin-forbidden transitions [39] .
The lowest molecular potentials of O 2 + have been studied for some time. Figure 1 (inset) shows the overlap, including spin-orbit splitting. Because the rotational coefficients of these two states are slightly different, the degeneracy may in some sense be "tuned" by choosing an appropriate J and J . The absolute sensitivity of the |X,v = 21 ↔ |a,v = 0 transition is 12 600 cm −1 = 378 THz/c; that of the |X,v = 22 ↔ |a,v = 1 transition is 12 300 cm −1 = 369 THz/c. Depending on the particular J and J , sensitivity contributions from the B e coefficient may be of order 100 cm −1 . Using measured molecular parameters for the X and a states [22,24-26], we make an effective Hamiltonian [43] and calculate the energies and eigenstates of the individual J states within the relevant vibrational states [40] . We calculate all transition energies with J = 0, ± 1 and | E|/(hc) < 10 cm −1 = 300 GHz/c. Figure 3 plots the results, which are tabulated in the Supplemental Material [40] . As can be seen, many energies lie in a range where radio-frequency and microwave techniques may be used. The relatively lower transition frequencies relax the demands on relative accuracy while maintaining high absolute sensitivity. The uncertainties on the calculated transition energies are 3-5 cm −1 , but they are highly correlated such that even if these particular transitions are no longer within 10 cm −1 , others will be. While transitions between the doublet-X and quartet-a states are spin forbidden, spin-orbit mixing of the a g , which has predissociation states at higher vibrational levels [50] . Any population in the |X,v = 21 state would not be transferred to the b state. While preliminary measurements could take place in a beam, trapping O 2 + and sympathetic cooling to a Coulomb crystal with cotrapped atomic ions would allow longer probe times and eliminate first-order Doppler shifts. Trapping only a few atoms and molecules could enable nondestructive detection via quantum logic spectroscopy [51, 52] . Such detection could increase the duty cycle by reducing the need to reload ions and would reduce systematic effects associated with micromotion in a radio-frequency trap [53] , though it may reduce the statistical limit because fewer molecules would be probed per experiment.
In conclusion, we have identified two routes in the O 2 + molecular ion to a high-sensitivity search for present-day variation in the proton-to-electron mass ratio. The highest sensitivity comes from an accidental degeneracy between excited vibrational levels of the X state and the lowest vibrational levels of the a state. We note that spin-orbitcoupling energies scale as ∼α 2 [11, 54] such that any transition between different fine-structure states should be sensitive to α variation in addition to μ variation. A thorough analysis of the systematic effects is an important next step.
We Equation (5) in the main text gives the absolute sensitivity of a particular rovibration state in terms of molecular parameters. Table SI lists the relevant parameters for the X 2 Π g , a 4 Π u , and A 2 Π u states. We provide the lowest anharmonic coefficients ω e x e both as measured molecular parameters and as calculated parameters in the Morsepotential approximation [S1] . The calculated coefficients rely on each state's potential depth, which we calculate from the measured dissociation limit (18.733(3) eV [S2] ) and each state's electronic energy T e . For the levels of interest, the sensitivity coefficients agree to better than 0.5 % with either anharmonic coefficient. For example, X 2 Π g , v = 21, has We include the electronic and vibrational state energy T v , spin-orbit coupling A v , and rigid-body rotation B v . As discussed below, higher-order terms such as centrifugal distortion D v or Λ-doubling are not necessary at our precision.
Eigenstates in both X 2 Π g and a 4 Π u are written in the Hund's case-(a) basis:
In these bases, the effective Hamiltonians are given by
and
2
The top-left component is the one with Ω = 3/2 and 5/2, respectively. The parameters used in these Hamiltonians are listed in 
TABLES OF NEAR-DEGENERACIES
Below are tables listing every pair of energy levels with |∆E| < 10 cm −1 and ∆J = 0, ±1. Also provided are the estimated linewidths and the eigenstate superposition coefficients from diagonalizing the effective Hamiltonians above. The uncertainties in ∆E are 3-6 cm −1 . They are highly correlated, however, such that even if these particular transitions are no longer within 10 cm −1 , others likely will be. By convention [S1, S8], the F i indicate the energy order of the eigenstates for a given J with F 1 having the lowest energy. In the case (a) limit, the O 
